We present a method for generating linearized images that c onsist of only diffuse reflec tion from images tak en under near point light sourc es. Prev ious photometric linearization method c annot work under near point light sourc es, sinc e it assumes parallel light. For satisfy ing this assumption, our method utilizes a photometric linearization method by div iding images into small regions. I t also selec ts linearization c oeffic ients from regions. Experimental results show that the proposed method c an generate ac c urate linearized images ev en if images are obtained under near point light sourc es, and show that the method c an c orrec tly c lassifies the photometric fac tors.
: Various photome tric f ac tors l ight sourc e s. For ac hie ving this goal , our me thod f irst divide s image s into smal l re gions. Se c ond, it se l e c ts the position and size of re gions, and third, c hoic e s se ts of l ine arization c oe f f ic ie nts f rom the re gions, to obtain ac c urate l ine arize d image s.
Photometric Linearization under Near
Point Light Sources
1 I s s ues in PL method by dividing images into s mal l regions
The pre vious PL me thod re quire s the f ol l owing pre c onditions.
Precondition 1: The l ight sourc e is a point l ight sourc e at inf inity.
Precondition 2: Eac h image must inc l ude at l e ast thre e dif f use pixe l s with dif f e re nt normal .
Precondition 3: Dif f use re f l e c tion is dominant in e ac h image .
I f the distanc e be twe e n the l ight sourc e s and al l points on obj e c ts in proj e c te d are a in image is approximate l y c onstant, and if the distanc e is suf f ic ie ntl y l onge r than the are a size , pre c ondition 1 is satisf ie d. The re f ore , we divide image s into smal l re gions and pe rf orm l ine arization proce ssing f or e ac h re gion. A smal l re gion subj e c te d to l ine arization proc e ssing is c al l e d a " proc e ss re gion. " Although pre c ondition 1 be c ome s satisf ie d as the proc e ss re gion be c ome s smal l e r, pre c onditions 2 and 3 wil l be viol ate d. This is the re ason why the smal l e r the size of proc e ss re gion is, the l e ss the numbe r of the dif f use pixe l s with dif f e re nt normal is.
To ove rc ome above probl e m, we inve stigate the f oll owing two te c hnique s. Adaptive window ( pos ition and s ize) : I f the position and size of proc e ss re gion are not optimal , pre c onditions 2 and 3 might be viol ate d. We the re f ore se arc h an optimal proc e ss re gion f rom mul tipl e se ts of proce ss re gion with dif f e re nt position and size . Propagation of l inearization coef f icients : Eve n if we select the position and size of process region by the above technique, preconditions 2 and 3 might be violated. To overcome above problem, we select sets of linearization coefficients from neighboring regions.
Adaptive window
We search for optimal dividing of process regions with varying their positions and sizes. Figure 2 shows an image of a spherical obj ect placed on a plane. Broken lines in Figures 2(a) and (b) show how process regions can be positioned differently. We examine Point A contained by process regions both R1 and R2. To this case, region R1 includes only the plane and consequently fails to satisfy Precondition 2. Region R2, on the other hand, also includes part of the sphere, and therefore satisfies Precondition 2 and Precondition 3. As a result, a base image can be generated at region R2 but not at region R1. Figure 2 (c), we further divide the process regions to obtain the base regions. For each of these base regions, we select an optimal base image from the candidates obtained above.
At this time, some kind of criterion is needed to determine which base image candidate is suitable for each base region. A typical approach is to measure the similarity between a base image candidate and the corresponding input image. However, input images for the PL method are obtained under different lighting condition. Therefore, to provide a criterion robust against changes in lighting, we adapt the similarity of Qualitative Trinary Representation (QTR) [ 3] based on the difference in intensities of adj acent pixels.
Pr opagation of l inear iz ation coef f icients
The set of linearization coefficients of a process region has a correlation with those of neighboring, because they contain information on light source location. Accordingly, when a process region violates preconditions, it can be used the set of linearization coefficients of a neighboring region.
Note that in the event that no set of linearization coefficients was found for a process region, we select the linearization coefficients from eight neighboring regions. We then select the set that provides the most similar intensity to neighboring regions at the boundary pixels.
Pr oces s f l ow
We classify photometric factors with three steps, as shown in Figure 3 .
( 1) Gener ating bas e images 1) Divide all input images into process regions of different positions and sizes.
2) Linearize each image at process region and generate one set of three base images on the region by PL method [ 1] .
3) Select the most correct base image for each base region using QTR, and combine those base images to obtain base images I We can now classify photometric factors by comparing a linearized image with its corresponding input image using the classification criteria of Eq. (2). (2) where, D, S, A, C, and U denote diffuse reflection, specular reflection, attached shadow, cast shadow, and undefined region respectively. The notation i (k,p) means the intensity of pixel p in the k-th input image and i
means the intensity of that pixel after linearization. T and T s denote threshold values in relation to diffuse components and shadow regions, respectively.
Exper imental Res ul ts 3.1 Ef f ectivenes s of pr opos ed method
We conducted a simulation to examine the effectiveness of the proposed method. At first, we used computer-generated images illuminated by a near point light source. I n this experiment, four hemispheres of radius 100 mm with specular components were placed on a flat surface having no specular reflection. A 640x480-pixel camera with a horizontal view angle of 56º was placed at 500 mm far from obj ects. The size of each process region was 80x80 pixels, which corresponds to a 5º field of view.
For this experiment, we divided input images into process regions in 16 ways. Those positions were shifted 20 pixels each for X-axis and Y-axis. I n general, the optimal size of a process region depends on the distance between the light source and obj ect, which means that process region size should be varied adaptively. However, supposing that distance between the light sources and all points on the objects in one process region is approximately constant, a uniform process region size is acceptable. For this reason, we made no change to process region size in the experiment.
We took 24 images (examples of which are shown in Figures 4(a)-9(a) ) with varying the distance between the light source and the objects from 600 to 1200 mm. We generated linearized images and classified photometric factors by both the proposed method and the previous method [1] .
In Figure 4 , images (b) and (c) show the base images generated by each method. In Figures 5 and 6, image (b) show the linearized image generated by each method; images (c)-(g) show each of the classified photometric factors; and image (h) shows regions where classification failed. Figure 6 results that the proposed method is essentially successful in classifying specular reflection, diffuse reflection, attached shadow, and cast shadow except for boundary areas. On the other hand, the previous method classifies diffuse reflection as specular reflection over a wide area in Figures 5(c) and (d) . Further, comparing result between Figures 5(h) and 6(h) denotes that the proposed method exhibits smaller error at boundary of photometric factors, but better than the previous method.
Incidentally the proposed method fails to generate a linearized image in the upper-right area of the lower-left hemisphere where shadows dominate of the input images in Figure 6(b) . These results indicate that if areas dominated by shadows exist in multiple input images and if Precondition 2 and Precondition 3 are not satisfied over a wide area, the accuracy of the proposed method degrades. Table 1 summarizes the accuracy of classifying photometric factors for all 24 input images. In this case, " classification accuracy" means percentage of successfully classified pixels out of all pixels in input images. These results show that the proposed method decrease the classification error from 20% to 6% under conditions of near point light sources. Figure 7 shows the results of processing another type of input image (cup). These results show that the proposed method is effective even for a more complex object.
Effectiveness of the adaptive window
To evaluate of effectiveness of the adaptive window of process regions, we conducted the same experiment using a method that does not perform such adaptive window. This method divided input images into fixed process regions, performs processing on each of those regions, and selects the set of linearization coefficients. Figure 8 shows the result. Note that the method fails to generate linearized images in process regions dominated by specular reflection and shadows. And comparing these results with those of Figure 6 shows that the proposed method decreases the influence of this problem and generates accurate sets of linearization coefficients by generating process regions dominated by diffuse reflection by varying the position and size of process regions. Figure 9 shows an example of classifying photometric factors after applying the process to real images. We used 30 real images of a diffuse-reflection sphere. These results show that the proposed method is more accurate than the previous method in classifying photometric factors even in real images. 
Experiment on real image

Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a photometric linearization method that can be used even under near point light sources. This method divides images into small regions and selects the sets of linearization coefficients from those regions. The position and size of process regions varies, and then combining optimal regions generates base images. Using computer-generated images, we quantitatively showed that the proposed method can generate accurate linearized images and decrease classification error under near point light sources. Further, we showed that the proposed method is effective for real images. 
